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ABSTRACT

An interpretation of gravity and magnetic anomalies of the Butte

district, Montana, is based on the analysis of five gravity profiles con-

structed from Bouguer gravity data of the Butte district observed during

the summer of 1974 and give concurrent magnetic profiles constructed

from U.S. Geological Survey high -level aeromagnetic data of the dis-

trict. Of primary concern in this analysis is the interpretation of the

Bouguer gravity high and aeromagnetic low associated with the Butte

orebody.

Results of this interpretation yield a configuration for the Butte

orebody characterized by vertical contacts extending from the surface or

directly beneath Cenozoic basin fill to 4,500 feet below sea level, with

a central core , elongate in the north -south direction, surrounded by a

variable outer zone , which is more pronounced in the southern and west-

ern portions of the district . The central core is interpreted as a region

of zero magnetic susceptibility with three density distributions, all of

which are of higher densities than the surrounding host rock and are re-

lated to the varying degrees of mineralization and alteration present in

this region. The laterally variable outer zone is interpreted as a zone of

low magnetic susceptibility with a density equal to that of the host rock.

This zone is related to the peripheral mineralization and alteration of the

Butte orebody.

ix



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

An analysis and interpretation of gravity and magnetic data of

the Butte district, Montana, were undertaken with the purpose of de-

veloping physical models that explain the observed gravity and magnetic

anomalies in terms of their geological parameters . Of particular interest

in this analysis is the relationship between the pertinent geological

parameters of the Butte orebody and the observed Bouguer gravity high

and aeromagnetic low associated with this mineral occurrence.

The area of interest in this analysis lies between lat 45 °55' N.

to 46°05' N . and long 112025' W. to 112038' W. , which includes por-

tions of Jefferson and Silver Bow Counties, Montana (Fig. 1) . Field work

for the gravity portion of this analysis was carried out during the summer

of 1974, with approximately 225 gravity observations made . Base ties

and crosschecking reduced the number of gravity stations used in this

analysis to 167. Magnetic data used in this analysis were obtained from

the U.S. Geological Survey aeromagnetic data of the Boulder batholith.

Programs used in the interpretation of the gravity and magnetic

data included a modified form of Talwani, Worze l , and Landis man's

(1959) two -dimensional gravity program and INDUCE, a two -dimensional

magnetic program provided by Minerals Exploration Company, Tucson,

Arizona. Geological contacts taken from a geology map of the Butte dis-

trict by Proffett (1973) (Fig . 2, in pocket) were used in constructing

1
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Figure 1. Location of the Butte district, Montana
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hypothetical physical models, which were then evaluated using the

University of Arizona's CDC 6400 computer. Shapes of the bodies corn -

prising the physical models could then be altered until the computed

gravity and magnetic anomalies of the models were in reasonable agree-

ment with the observed gravity and magnetic anomalies .



CHAPTER 2

GEOLOGY

The local and regional geology of the Butte district have been

the subject of considerable research since the turn of the century . Since

the early discovery of precious metals, economic considerations have

prompted such research, resulting in detailed mapping of the geology of

the Butte district and the regional setting of the Boulder batholith.

Geology of the Boulder Batholith

The Boulder batholith, with an exposed area of over 6,000 km2 ,

trends north -northeast in southwestern Montana . The batholith intruded

rocks of Precambrian to Mesozoic age , which are part of the Montana

Disturbed Belt (Smedes, Klepper, and Tilling, 1973, Fig. E -1) . The

batholith is a composite of as many as 15 plutons , of which one large

mass, called the Butte quartz monzonite, accounts for from 75 to 80 per-

cent of the exposed area. Ages from lead- strontium isotope data indicate

a range of emplacement of from 78 to 68 m . y . B.P. (Tilling , Klepper, and

Obradovich, 1968). This range of age dates groups the batholithic rocks

into two distinct series, the main series and the sodic series (Tilling,

1973) . The main series consists primarily of plutonic rocks in the north-

ern and central portions of the batholith, including the Butte quartz

monzonite . The sodic series consists of plutonic rocks in the southern

portion of the batholith, with the major distinction between the two

4
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series being the presence of more K20 and less Na20 in rocks of the

main series than in rocks of the sodic series.

Much of the. Boulder batholith is buried by Lowland Creek Vol -

canics of Tertiary age . These volcanics are primarily composed of quartz

latite and have been dated at approximately 50 m . y . B.P. (Smede s and

Thomas , 1965) . Distribution of these volcanics was partially controlled

by north -northeast -trending faults along the western portion of the bath -

olith, with much intravolcanic faulting recorded (Smedes , 1973) .

The Butte quartz monzonite serves as the host rock for the prin-

cipal ore deposits of the Boulder batholith, including the Butte orebody.

In general, the Butte quartz monzonite is moderately coarse grained and

is composed of plagioclase, quartz, K- feldspar, biotite, hornblende,

magnetite , and sphene , in order of abundance (Roberts , 1973) . Altera-

tion is evident in areas of ore emplacement. Alteration occurrences range

from narrow, high- temperature alteration haloes of sericite , alkali feld-

spar, quartz, and secondary biotite associated with smaller, older,

discontinuous quartz -rich veins to broad Main Stage sericitic and argil -

lic alteration envelopes controlled by large quartz -sulfide veins (Brim -

hall, 1973).

Geology of the Butte District

Since the mid-1860's, the Butte district has produced large

quantities of a variety of valuable metals . Located on the north -

northeast- trending axis of the Boulder batholith, the Butte district was

mined early for gold, followed by silver, and has since become one of

the major copper producers in the world. The economic importance of
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the Butte district has prompted extensive research on the geology of this

mineral occurrence , research which began in the early 1900's with the

work of Sales (1914) . More recent publications by Meyer and others

(1968) and Proffett (1973) provide a comprehensive analysis of the struc-

ture of the Butte district from detailed mapping of mine and surface geol-

ogy in the district.

In general, structural geology of the Butte district can be

divided into three major, time- dependent categories, after Proffett (1973) .

These are (1) preore structures, (2) Main Stage vein structures, and (3)

postore structures.

Preore Structure s

The Butte quartz monzonite is intruded by several types of dikes

in the Butte district , the earliest being aplite , granoaplite , and pegma-

tite dikes found most abundantly in the western and eastern portions of

the district. Normally found as gently to steeply east -west -dipping

tabular bodies , these dikes vary in thickness from inches to tens of feet.

The largest masses of these rocks can be found west of Big Butte , to the

south at Timber Butte , and to the east of the Continental fault scarp

(Fig. 2, in pocket) .

Biotitic igneous breccia dikes striking N. 600 -800 W. , which

dip steeply to the south, have recently been found at depth in the Steward

mine (Proffett, 1973). Thicknesses range from inches to tens of feet, with

large vertical and east -west occurrences being most notable. The breccia

is composed primarily of fragments of Butte quartz monzonite , aplite ,

granoaplite , pegmatite , and quartz in a matrix of K- feldspar and biotite.
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At least three quartz porphyry dikes occur in the district (Meyer

and others , 1968). These dikes have average strikes of N. 700-850 W . ,

dipping from moderately to steeply south or near vertical. The porphyry

is composed primarily of quartz and alkali feldspar, with minor contribu-

tions of biotite and plagioclase.

A series of veinlets and veins , which preceded Main Stage

mineralization of the area, can be separated into two major mineral

groups. These groups are early, dark micaceous veins (Meyer, 1965)

and quartz or quartz molybdenite veinlets . Most early veinlets and veins

are short, on the order of tens of feet, and relatively thin, with thick-

nesses less than 10 inches. The most common mineral occurrences as-

sociated with these early veins and veinlets are quartz, pyrite, and

molybdenite , with small amounts of magnetite and chalcopyrite.

Main Stage Vein Structures

The large network of veins that developed during the great

mineralization of the Butte district are known as the Main Stage veins.

The Main Stage veins are composed of two vein systems . These are the

Anaconda or steep east -west system of veins and the Blue or northwest

system of veins , both of which were recognized and defined by Sales

(1914).

Veins of the Anaconda system have an average strike of N. 75°

E . to N. 80° W. , dipping steeply north and south. Major veins of the

Anaconda system have produced the highest grade and greatest tonnage

of ore in the district, being practically continuously mineralized over

long distances , excluding en echelon gaps . Blue system veins strike
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northwest and dip gently to steeply to the southwest, commonly passing

through the en echelon gaps in veins of the Anaconda system. The Ana-

conda vein system produces the best vein ore overall, especially near

the surface and central portions of the district. At depth, near the center

of the district, the Blue vein system production exceeds that of the Ana-

conda system.

Near the eastern portion of the district, Anaconda system veins

dissipate in a massive system of veinlets trending northwest. These

systems of veinlets are called horsetail orebodies , appropriately named

for the system's resemblance , when seen in plan view, to the tail of a

horse. Complex and closely spaced fracturing in the horsetail zones

permitted extensive , overlapping mineralization and alteration of the

host rock.

Alteration is present throughout the vein systems of the Butte

district , although not necessarily along every vein. Large , massive

veins of the Anaconda and Blue systems invariably control sericitic and

argillic alteration envelopes . Associated with many of the smaller, dis-

continuous veins and veinlets, such as those of the horsetail system,

are haloes of sericite, quartz, and potash feldspar. Additional altera-

tion occurrences , especially at greater depths (Meyer and others , 1968,

Fig . 11) , include the conversion of hornblende to biotite with some

quartz and anhydrite, an effect frequently referred to as pervasive bio-

titization (Roberts, 1973).

Occurring concurrently with the latest of the Main Stage veins

is a system of faults known as the Steward fault system. These faults

strike east -northeast and dip moderately to steeply southeast. Dominant
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displacement along these faults was normal and up to 150 feet (Proffett,

1973) . Minor mineralization is present along these faults , with general-

ly lesser alteration evident.

Postore Structure s

Postore , dike -form intrusions are composed of porphyritic

quartz latite or rhyodacite (Proffett , 1973). These intrusions occur most

frequently in the form of dikes , although several pluglike intrusions have

been noted. These intrusions are of compositions similar to the welded

tuffs and related extrusive rocks of the Lowland Creek Volcanics . Ages

of the porphyritic quartz latite or rhyodacite dikes range from 48 to 40

m.y. (Meyer and others , 1968), which agrees with the approximate age

of the Lowland Creek Volcanics of 50 m.y.

Three major faults occurred in the Butte district after ore em-

placement. These are the Ranis fault, the Middle fault, and the Conti-

nental fault. The Rarus fault has a northeast trend and a moderate (--450)

northwest dip . Dominant displacement along the Ranis fault is normal,

with a maximum displacement of 350 feet. Other faults in the district of

similar orientation and displacement as the Rarus fault include the Corra

and Milwaukee faults . The Middle fault trends north -northeast and dips

steeply to the south. Total displacement along the Middle fault is both

normal and left -lateral, with the amount of displacement ranging from 50

to 100 feet. The Continental fault is the most recent structural feature of

the Butte district. Trending north -south, with a steep west dip, the Con-

tinental fault is normal and essentially all dip -slip (Meyer and others,

1968) . Total displacement along the Continental fault is larger than that
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of any neighboring faults in the district, with a minimum displacement of

1,500 feet to a possible maximum displacement of several thousand feet

suggested by Meyer and others (1968). The Klepper fault, located just

east of the Continental fault, is associated with movement along the

Continental fault. Another young , north-trending, west-dipping, normal

fault , known as the Rocker fault, occurs on the western edge of the Butte

district.



CHAPTER 3

REGIONAL GEOPHYSICS

Although no detailed geophysical studies of the Butte district

have been published, several studies have been published concerning

regional geophysics of the Boulder batholith . These studies , although

primarily concerned with broad -scale geophysical anomalies and their

relationship to the configuration of the batholith, provide the geophys-

ical framework for a discussion of the Butte district. Recent geophysical

studies of the Boulder batholith summarized here include gravity studies

by Biehler and Bonini (1969) and Burfeind (1967) and magnetic studies by

Gay (19 71) and Hanna (1969).

Regional Gravity Studies

Regional gravity studies in southwestern Montana show a -40-

mgal anomaly associated with the Boulder batholith (Biehler and Bonini,

1969; Burfeind, 1967). This broad gravity low trends northeast and is

paralleled on the eastern, northern, and northeastern limits of the

Boulder batholith by steep gravity gradients . The western and south-

western extent of the gravity minimum is indefinite , which is indicative

that intrusive rocks underlie a considerable area to the west and south-

west of the outcrop of the batholith. The lack of a definite limit to the

gravity low to the west and southwest leads Burfeind (1967) to suggest

a genetic relationship between the Boulder batholith and the Idaho batho-

lith to the southwest.
11
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Calculations of subsurface shape and lateral extent of the

Boulder batholith by both Biehler and Bonini (19 69) and Burfeind (1967)

suggest a bottom for the anomalous mass at approximately 30,000 feet

below sea level, with the bottom concave upward, for a mass of uniform

density. Biehler and Bonini (1969, Fig. 6) present five possible inter-

pretations for the configuration of the Boulder batholith. Burfeind (1 9 6 7)

interprets the Boulder batholith as a tabular mass dipping at low angle to

the northwest.

Little detail of structures within the Boulder batholith can be

interpreted from the gravity studies of Biehler and Bonini (1969) and Bur -

feind (1967) . The half -mile gravity station spacing of Burfeind's survey

and the 2- to 5 -mile gravity station spacing of Biehler and Bonini's sur-

vey do not provide adequate coverage for a detailed interpretation of

structures within the batholith. In addition, inaccuracies due to uncer-

tainties in terrain effect calculations and elevation control for both sur-

veys range from one to three milligals . Thus , although such inaccuracies

are acceptable in an interpretation of large -scale anomalies, such as

the gravity low associated with the Boulder batholith, these inaccuracies

would be unacceptable in any interpretation of smaller scale anomalies

within the Boulder batholith.

Regional Magnetic Studies

Negative Magnetic Anomalies

Regional magnetic studies of the Boulder batholith indicate the

presence of several negative anomalies of 200 to 300 gammas located

within the main mass of the Boulder batholith. This series of magnetic
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lows extends from Wickes southwestward to Butte , with magnetic lows

occurring one mile northwest of Wickes , three miles northwest of Basin,

three miles northwest of Elk Park, and at Butte (Hanna , 1969, Fig . 1).

Hanna associates these anomalies with weakly magnetized

plutonic rocks in contact with more highly magnetic rocks . He suggests

from the location of these negative magnetic anomalies relative to the

surface geology that these magnetic lows result from intrusion of the

batholithic rocks and overlying volcanics by felsic bodies and silica -

rich veins partially containing metalliferous mineral deposits . The mag-

netization of these rocks has been weakened with the depletion of iron

oxides by magmatic differentiation and hydrothermal alteration of the

magnetic iron oxides. These magnetically weakened rocks in contact

with the surrounding unaltered (thus , more magnetic) host rocks would

have associated with them a negative magnetic anomaly.

The aeromagnetic low associated with the Butte district sup-

ports Hanna's (1969) suggestions . The region of lowest magnetic inten-

sity in the Butte district corresponds to the area where the greatest de-

gree of mineralization and alteration is present . Thus , the Butte orebody

can be characterized as exhibiting a negative magnetic anomaly associ-

ated with alteration and mineralization. Although similar orebodies ex-

hibit aeromagnetic highs , the aeromagnetic low associated with the

Butte orebody can be attributed to the depletion of the iron oxides by

magmatic differentiation and hydrothermal alteration of the magnetic iron

oxides , an occurrence not found in orebodies exhibiting aeromagnetic

highs.
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Aeromagnetic Lineaments

Another interesting feature observed in magnetic studies of the

Boulder batholith is the prominent north- trending aeromagnetic lineament

of nearly 40 miles in length (Gay, 1971, Fig. 10a). In his study using

stereo pairs , Gay (1971) notes that this aeromagnetic lineament, in ad-

dition to being the mast prominent lineament on the aeromagnetic map of

the Boulder batholith, is much more pronounced when viewed in stereo.

In the vicinity of the Butte district, this aeromagnetic linea-

ment coincides with the Continental fault. The relationship between this

lineament and the Butte ore body is not known. Gay (1971) has noted fre-

quent occurrences of similar lineament features cutting intrusions in his

studies.



CHAPTER 4

THE BUTTE AREA GRAVITY DATA

A gravity investigation of the Butte district, Montana , was

undertaken with the purpose of determining the presence of any anoma-

lous gravity pattern that could be associated with the mineralization and

alteration of the Butte orebody..

Survey Method

Instruments

A LaCoste & Romberg model G gravity meter, serial number G-

324, was used with a base plate to obtain gravity observations . Two

model M -2 Paulin altimeters with reading scales from O to 10,000 feet,

divided into two -foot reading intervals , were used to determine eleva-

tions of regional stations, where necessary. A twin cassette Silent 700

ASR data terminal by Texas Instruments was used with a telephone coup-

ler for data reduction, utilizing a time - sharing program with Union Oil

center in Brea, California . A Facit model 1151 calculator was used for

office computations.

Maps

Topographic maps of the Butte district, used for station loca-

tions and elevations, were supplied by The Anaconda Company. These

maps were at scales of 1:2,400 and 1:12,000, with elevation contour

intervals of S feet and 20 feet, respectively. U.S. Geological Survey

15
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topographic maps at scales of 1:24,000, 1:62,500, and 1:250,000 were

used for regional elevation control and terrain corrections . Elevations

obtained directly from Anaconda topographic maps were reduced by 55

feet in order to create agreement with U.S. Geological Survey elevations,

which were tied to a base value 55 feet lower than the Anaconda value.

Field Procedure

Two gravity bases were established for the survey. The primary

base is located at the Butte airport near the southeast corner of the old

airline terminal foundation; the terminal has been relocated. Coordinates

are lat 45 °57.2' N. and long 112 °29.2' W. This is a Woollard station for

which an absolute gravity value of 980 ,174.40 milligals is reported

(Woollard and Rose, 1963) . The second base was tied to the primary

base . This base is located in Butte at a bench mark near the southeast

corner of the Mountain View Cemetery. Coordinates of this second base

are lat 45 °57.6 N. and long 112°30.4' W. , and the absolute gravity

value is 980 ,178.61 milligals.

Gravity traverses were designed with four hours maximum be-

tween base ties , and where convenient, base ties were made at shorter

time intervals . Gravity traverses could begin and end at either base , the

only provision being that the first and last stations of the traverse were

bases.
Altimeter traverses utilized points of known elevation or sta-

tions previously tied to points of known elevation as bases. Altimeter

traverses were designed with a maximum of one half hour between base

ties, and when possible, base ties were made at shorter time intervals.
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Both altimeters were read twice at each station, reducing the possibility

of an improper reading or instrument problem . In general, altimeter trav-

erses were performed during the morning hours , since frequent afternoon

storm fronts and related pressure changes resulted in widely variable

altimeter drift.

For location purposes , stations were structured into two cate-

gories, regional stations for which a density of one station per mile was

desired and detailed stations for which a density of one station per quar-

ter mile was desired. Regional control ranged from the widest spacing of

outlying stations on the quartz monzonite basement regions , with station

density increasing as one approaches the desired quarter -mile spacing

over Butte.

Station locations were chosen with consideration for the de-

sired station density in the region, the accessibility of the station loca-

tion, and the availability of known elevations in the region. For regional

control, stations were chosen, when possible , at points of known eleva-

tion along or within easily accessible distances of roads or jeep trails.

Known elevations include bench marks , road intersections , section

markers, and peak elevations. If necessary, to satisfy station density

requirements in an area, additional stations were established with ele-

vations determined by altimetry. With the 5 -foot contour interval topog-

raphic maps of Butte provided by The Anaconda Company, stations in the

Butte area were easily located at the desired quarter -mile spacing , along

city streets and roads . Elevations were then directly obtained from the

contour maps , thus restricting the use of altimetry to regional stations.
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Data Reduction

Corrections to the raw gravity data were performed using stan-

dard programs detailed in a report by Fournier and others (1973). This

report is the property of the Union Oil Company of California and the

programs detailed within it are of a confidential nature . Formulas used

in these programs for the corrections to the raw gravity data are:

Latitude = 978, 049.0 + sin2$ (5J49.232 + 23.082 sin4QS)

Free air = E(- 0.094114 + 0.00013779 sing' + 0.68 x 10 -8E) .

Bouguer = 0.01276pE

Curvature = (E(446,200.0 + E(-32.82 +E(0.00000127))) x 10 -9

Terrain = 2inp1(R2 - R1 + (R12+

where

h2)1/2 _ (R22 h2)1/2)

=- latitude of station (decimal degrees)

E = station elevation (feet)

p = Bouguer density (g /cc)

pl = terrain density (g /cc)

r = gravitational constant

R1 = inner radius of the Hammer zone (feet)

R2 = outer radius of the Hammer zone (feet)

h = elevation difference for the zone (feet)

The final Bouguer gravity is defined as the observed gravity (corrected

for instrument drift) minus the latitude , free air, Bouguer, and curvature

corrections plus the terrain correction.
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Elevations

Where possible , station elevations were obtained directly from

the Anaconda or U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps. Where map

elevations were unobtainable , station elevations were determined by

altimetry. Elevations determined by altimetry were calculated using a

method of altimetry reduction developed by B. K. Salisbury of Minerals

Exploration Company. In the field, the altimeter reading, time of read-

ing, and temperature at time of reading were recorded for each station,

with the first and last station of each altimeter traverse being a point of

known elevation. Computations are based on graphic representations of

both the temperature drift and altimeter drift with time , assuming linear

drift between points . Standard altimeter temperature corrections were

obtained from tables of average air column temperature corrections by

Hodgson (n.d.) . The final result is a relative difference in elevation

between two stations . Knowing the base - station elevation and the rela-

tive difference in elevation between it and the station for which an ele-

vation is desired permits calculation of the elevation of the desired

station.

Latitudes and Longitudes

Station locations were reduced from the Anaconda and U.S.

Geological Survey topographic maps . Locations of stations on the Ana-

conda topographic maps were obtained by determining the perpendicular

distances in inches from the station to the nearest lines of latitude and

longitude . These values were then converted from inches to decimal

degrees and added to or subtracted from the appropriate line of latitude
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or longitude , depending on the direction of the displacement . The result

is the station latitude and longitude in decimal degrees.

Locations of stations from U.S. Geological Survey topographic

maps were determined from gridded overlays , which when placed over

the appropriate topographic map permitted direct reading of the station

latitude and longitude in decimal degrees . These overlays were con-

structed at several scales to fit any of the U.S. Geological Survey

topographic maps used in this analysis.

Gravity Meter Drift

Gravity meter readings were corrected for drift and tidal effects

by beginning and ending gravity traverses at one of the established

bases . The station number, meter reading, and time of reading were

recorded in the field, from which the closure of the traverse could be

computed. The appropriate meter constant, selected from the standard

dial reading interval tables supplied with each LaCoste & Romberg grav-

imeter was then used to convert the dial reading to milligals and the

closure of the traverse was distributed linearly with time for each sta-

tion, resulting in a final value for the observed gravity in milligals.

Terrain Corrections

Terrain corrections were calculated in two separate categories,

outer zone corrections and inner zone corrections . Outer zone correc-

tions included zones I through M, with calculations performed at Union

Oil Research in Brea, California from information supplied by B. K.

Salisbury and me. An area from lat 45030' N. to 46045' N. and from long

111 °45' W. to 113°15' W. was digitized, with the area being divided
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into one - minute squares for which an average elevation of each square

was obtained. This process involved using overlays divided into one -

minute squares at the appropriate scales for the U.S. Geological Survey

topographic maps . Average elevations of each square were then esti-

mated, similar to elevation readings from Hammer charts , with each

value being recorded in the appropriate order for digitization. These

data were then sent to Union Oil Research where , given the station co-

ordinates, outer zone terrain corrections could be calculated. For outer

zone terrain calculations, a density of 2.67 g /cm3 were used.

Inner zone terrain corrections included zones B through H, with

zones B and C estimated in the field and zones D through H calculated

from Hammer chart overlays at the appropriate scale for the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey and Anaconda topographic maps . Inner zone terrain cor-

rections were performed for each station, using a density of 2 .67 g /cm3 ,

which is somewhat less than the value of 2.72 g /cm3 given for the den-

sity of the Butte quartz monzonite in order to account for the presence of

lower density aplite , pegmatite, and granoaplite throughout the district.

Inner zone corrections for stations with more than half of the inner zones

lying on Lowland Creek Volcanics were calculated using a density of

2.43 g /cm3. Stations located near the Berkeley pit in Butte were often

located on dumps or packed tailings , with depths extending several

hundred feet. For these stations, a lower density of 2.46 g /cm3 was

used for calculating the inner zone correction for any zone with more

than half over tailings or dumps , while the standard value of 2.67 g /cm3

was used for all zones with more than half of the zone over natural

ground.
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Bouguer Gravity

The final Bouguer gravity values have been corrected for lati-

tude , free -air, Bouguer, curvature , and inner zone terrain effects . This

is the complete Bouguer gravity, defined as the observed gravity minus

the latitude , free-air, Bouguer, and curvature corrections plus the ter-

rain correction. The Bouguer gravity value of each station was calculated

using a density of 2.67 g/cm3. Bouguer values were then plotted and

contoured (Fig. 3, in pocket). A complete listing of the principal facts

for the Butte gravity survey is available on request from the author.

Survey Accuracy

An accuracy of 0.50 milligal in the complete Bouguer gravity

values was desired for the survey. The primary source of inaccuracies

is elevations and inner zone terrain corrections. Elevation accuracies

vary according to the source . Elevations obtained from the Anaconda

topographic maps with a contour interval of 5 feet are considered accu-

rate within one contour interval or less , resulting in a maximum varia-

tion in the Bouguer gravity values of 0.30 milligal. The accuracy of

elevations obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps

for regional stations was determined by transit and altimeter checks of

many of these elevations . These checks showed a maximum variation of

4 feet for those elevations given on the 40 -foot interval contour maps

and 8 feet for those elevations given on the 80 foot interval contour

maps. Thus, elevations obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey topo-

graphic maps are considered accurate within 10 percent of the given

contour interval, which, for the maximum contour interval of 80 feet, is
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8 feet, producing a maximum variation of 0.50 milligal in the Bouguer

gravity. Altimetered station elevations are considered accurate within

7 feet, producing a maximum variation of 0.45 milligal in the Bouguer

gravity. Terrain corrections are considered accurate within 0.20 milli-

gal. Thus , regional stations for the Butte survey have an accuracy of

0.70 milligal. Detailed stations in the direct vicinity of Butte have an

accuracy of 0.50 milligal.

Removal of the Regional Gravity

Through the course of the gravity survey it became apparent

that a regional gravity field was present in the area . It was believed

that a graphic method of removing the regional gravity would be simpler

and more convenient than any computer methods . The regional removal

was performed by V. W. Chandler, using a cross -profiling method de-

scribed to him by W. J. Hinze of Purdue University. The description

following is a summary of a report by Chandler (1974).

Assumptions

To facilitate removal of the regional gravity, several assump-

tions were made regarding the observed gravity in the survey area . It

was first assumed that the regional gravity reflected only regional

changes in the configuration of the Boulder batholith and was not related

to anomalies associated with low -density volcanics or Cenozoic basin

fill in the area. It was then assumed that the regional gravity is equiva-

lent to the gravity observed over large exposures of quartz monzonite,

since the major portion of the Boulder batholith is quartz monzonite.

Finally, it was assumed that most residual anomalies would be negative
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due to the presence of large areas of low- density Lowland Creek Vol-

canics and Cenozoic basin fill in the survey area.

The Cross- rofilin Technique

The method used to remove the regional gravity consisted of

drafting gravity profiles at various positions and azimuths over the

Bouguer gravity map, with a concentration of these profiles over the

Butte orebody. The ends of all profiles were located on or very near sub-

stantial exposures of quartz monzonite in order to avoid any edge effects

associated with volcanics or basin fill. Locating the ends of all profiles

on or near large exposures of quartz monzonite is required by the assump-

tion that the regional gravity is equivalent to the gravity observed over

large exposures of quartz monzonite and is essential for an accurate de-

termination of the regional gravity.

Upon careful examination of each profile , a smooth regional

curve was inferred. All profiles were compared and their regional curves

altered until agreement was reached at all intersecting points . Regional

values were then plotted on an overlay and contoured . Further smooth-

ing eliminated any herringbone or sharp gradient changes in the contour

map. The regional contour map was then placed over a station location

map of the same scale and the regional gravity values for each station

was then interpolated. Regional values for each station were then sub-

tracted from the Bouguer gravity values , leaving the residual values,

which could then be contoured.
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Results

Most of the residual anomalies in the Butte district are nega-

tive and are associated with volcanic and basin -fill features . Two not-

able exceptions are the high over the Butte orebody and the much less

pronounced high over Timber Butte . It is not possible to select a higher

valued regional gravity that would eliminate the high over the Butte ore -

body without causing large expanses of quartz monzonite surrounding

Butte to be strongly negative , which violates the assumption that the

regional gravity and the gravity over large expanses of quartz monzonite

are equivalent . Thus , the highs over the Butte orebody and Timber Butte

can be accepted as valid gravity highs.
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THE BUTTE AREA MAGNETIC DATA

Limited magnetic data of the Butte district are available , and

the U.S. Geological Survey magnetic data of the Butte district used in

this analysis are not of sufficient quality to warrant a detailed interpre-

tation. Rather, the U.S. Geological Survey magnetic data will be used

only for a general interpretation, which will supplement the more de-

tailed gravity interpretation.

U.S. Geological Survey Magnetic Data

U.S. Geological Survey aeromagnetic data of the Butte district

used in this analysis were obtained from an aeromagnetic map of the

Boulder batholith (Johnson, Henderson, and Tyson, 1965). Aeromagnetic

data from the Butte district of this map were enlarged from the original

scale of 1:250,000 to a scale of 1:24,000 to permit easier interpretation

of the data (Fig . 4, in pocket) .

Aeromagnetic data from which this map was constructed were

collected on an aeromagnetic survey flown at 10,500 feet barometric

elevation during 1953 and 1955. Flight -path spacing varies over the

entire map , with the spacing over the Butte district on the order of two

miles. Aeromagnetic data are presented in the form of magnetic contours

showing the total magnetic field anomaly of the earth in gammas relative

to an arbitrary datum. Contour intervals are 20 and 100 gammas . The

26
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location of a measured maximum or minimum intensity within a. closed

high or a closed low is denoted by a single point.

Limitations

An interpretation based on the U.S. Geological Survey aeromag-

netic data of the Butte district must include a consideration of the limi-

tations present in the data. First, the aeromagnetic survey was flown

over 20 years ago with equipment less sophisticated than that available

with today's advanced technology. Second, the average flight -path

spacing of two miles is not sufficient coverage to warrant detailed in-

terpretation of the data. Additionally, a flight height of 10,500 feet

eliminates any effects due to shallow bodies with low susceptibility

contrasts. The enlargement of the original map scale by a factor of 10

creates some slight distortion of the data, a distortion which is inherent

in most enlargement or reduction processes . Finally, an interpretation

based on profiles constructed from magnetic contours that do not neces-

sarily coincide with actual data points is restricted by the accuracy of

the contours.

Despite the limitations present in the U.S. Geological Survey

aeromagnetic data of the Butte district, the data are sufficient for a

general interpretation of large -scale anomalies . The major anomalous

feature present in the magnetic data of the Butte district is a broad low

centered over the Butte orebody. This low is of adequate size and defi-

nition to permit a reasonable general interpretation.



CHAPTER 6

MODELING AND INTERPRETATION OF THE
BUTTE GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC DATA

Five profile lines were constructed for modeling and interpreta-

tion of the gravity and magnetic data . The positions and azimuths of

each line were selected in an attempt to obtain the best coverage of all

the major gravity and magnetic anomalies of the Butte district, while

having all five lines cross over the Butte orebody. Locations of the pro-

file lines are shown on the topographic map of the Butte district (Fig . 5,

in pocket) from which topographic profiles were constructed to serve as

surfaces for the computer models.

Computer Modeling of the Butte
Gravity and Magnetic Data

Densities and Magnetic Susceptibilities

Densities and magnetic susceptibilities of lithologic units used

for the computer modeling in this analysis were obtained from 20 surface

samples and 3 drill -hole cores collected in and around the Butte area by

Minerals Exploration Company and from the report by Meyer and others

(1968). These values are listed in Table 1.

Table 2 lists the densities and magnetic susceptibilities as-

signed to the various phases of the Butte orebody from computer model-

ing. The higher densities of 2.83, 2.77, and 2.74 g /cm3 used for the

different degrees of mineralization of the Butte orebody corresponds to a

28
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Table 1. Densities and magnetic susceptibilities of lithologic units

Lithologic Unit

Magnetic
Density Susceptibility
(g/cm3) (gauss /oersted)

Fresh Butte quartz monzonite 2.72 0.0025

Lowland Creek Volcanics 2.43 .0005

Cenozoic basin fill 2.27 .0000

Aplite , pegmatite, and granoaplite 2.60 .0010

Table 2. Densities and magnetic susceptibilities assigned to the model
of the Butte orebody

Degree of Mineralization
and Alteration

Magnetic
Density Susceptibility
(g /cm3) (gauss /oersted)

Extensive mineralization and
alteration (horsetail zone and
massive vein systems)

Intermediate mineralization and
alteration

Mineralization and alteration at
depth

Peripheral mineralization and
alteration

2.83 0.0000

2.77 .0000

2.74 .0000

2.72 .0010
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respective sulfide content of 5, 2.5, and 1 percent, using the density of
pyrite (5.02 g /cm3) as that of the sulfide in a host rock with density of

2.72 g /cm3. It is important to emphasize that these sulfide percentages

are based on a host -rock density of 2.72 g/cm3, which is the density of

fresh Butte quartz monzonite . If during the great mineralization of the

Butte district, mineral constituents of the Butte quartz monzonite were

utilized in the formation of the massive sulfides , then the effective den-

sity of the host rock could be substantially lower than the given values

of 2.72 g /cm3, thus increasing the actual percentage of sulfides present.

Limitations of the Computer Modeling

Ambiguity is inherent in any interpretation of subsurface struc-

ture from gravity or magnetic data . The nonuniqueness of gravity data

has been well illustrated in a classic paper by Skeels (1947) , and the

same theorems from potential theory show that this nonuniqueness is

also applicable to magnetic data. This nonuniqueness was demonstrated

to me during early modeling attempts . Initially, a shallower, narrower

model of the Butte ore body was constructed with a much higher density

value of 2.92 g /cm3 used for gravity modeling. Although the computed

gravity anomaly of this body gave a good first approximation to the re-

sidual gravity profiles, initial magnetic models indicated that this body

did not begin to approximate the required dimensions necessary to pro-

duce a computed anomaly that would satisfy the observed magnetic

anomaly. Thus , by using both gravity and magnetic data the ambiguity

of the interpretation is effectively reduced.
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Two -dimensional modeling also creates limitations in the inter-

pretation of gravity and magnetic data. One of the basic assumptions

present in all two -dimensional modeling programs is that the third dimen-

sion of all bodies is essentially infinite, which is seldom the case in an

actual geologic environment. Since most bodies are seldom infinite in

the third dimension, two -dimensional modeling can give rise to substan-

tial errors due to edge effects. These errors are a function of several

variables , including dimensions of the body, depth of burial, depth of

the body, density contrast, susceptibility contrast, azimuth of traverse,

inclination, and flight height.

For the Butte gravity data , edge effects create only minor er-

rors, as the gravity observations were made on the ground surface at

which an approximation of an infinite third dimension is reasonably

accurate for bodies of substantial size . However, for the U.S. Geolog-

ical Survey aeromagnetic data of Butte observed at a barometric eleva-

tion of 10,500 feet, errors due to edge effects become more pronounced,

since the approximation of an infinite third dimension for most bodies is

no longer valid.

A simple test case was constructed to demonstrate the effects

of two -dimensional magnetic modeling of a three -dimensional body.

Figure 6 shows the plan view of the body used for the test case . The

body has seven sides, each extending vertically to a depth of 10,000

feet. For magnetic computations, a susceptibility contrast of 0.0025

gauss/oersted was used and the height was taken at 5,000 feet above

the top of the body. The regional magnetic field has an intensity of
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BODY HAS VERTICAL SIDES EXTENDING
TO A DEPTH OF 10,000 FEET
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Figure 6. Test case for comparison of a two -dimensional
modeling of a three-dimensional body
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56,000 gammas with a declination of 180 NE. and an inclination of +71

degrees.

Five profiles were selected for comparison of the two -

dimensional and three -dimensional magnetic results . These profiles,

shown in Figure 7, were constructed at intervals of 22.5 degrees, start-

ing at the east -west line and proceeding to the north -south line . Results

of the three -dimensional modeling using a computer program provided by

Minerals Exploration Company are shown in the form of magnetic con-

tours in Figure 7.

Figure 8 is a comparison of the computed two -dimensional mag-

netic profiles and the three -dimensional profiles constructed from the

magnetic contours . The comparison shows relatively good agreement

between the east -west two- dimensional and three -dimensional profiles

with increasing disagreement between the two -dimensional and three-

dimensional magnetic profiles developing as one proceeds toward the

north -south line , where the maximum disagreement is obtained.

This test case clearly demonstrates the problems encountered

when attempting to perform a two -dimensional magnetic interpretation of

a three-dimensional body, using high -level aeromagnetic data. Similar

problems were encountered with the two- dimensional magnetic modeling

of the Butte magnetic data, and in order to obtain reasonable agreement

between the gravity and magnetic models , the gravity models were ac-

cepted as the more reliable and the magnetic models were adjusted ap-

propriately. These adjustments were based on a three -dimensional

consideration of the Butte magnetic data under the assumption demon-

strated in the test case that the high -level magnetics are much more
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of profiles
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susceptible to errors in a two- dimensional analysis than the gravity data

observed at ground level.

The final results of the computer modeling for all five profile

lines are given in Figures 9 through 13 (in pocket) . The gravity and mag-

netic profiles along with the topographic profile and the physical model

are shown for each line , with the computed gravity and magnetic data

from the model indicated by points on the residual gravity and magnetic

profiles. The best reasonable agreement has been obtained between the

computed gravity and magnetic anomalies and the observed gravity and

magnetic anomalies . The computed values of the gravity high associated

with the Butte orebody are all somewhat higher than the observed residual

anomaly. This disagreement was anticipated and can be attributed to the

effect of removing nearly half a billion tons of ore from mining operations

in the Butte district (Miller, 1973) . Although an approximation of the

Berkeley pit was used in the computer modeling, no attempt was made to

account for the voids left by underground mining operations . Thus , the

computed gravity values were expected to be somewhat higher than the

observed gravity data.

Interpretation

The Butte Orebody

As shown on all five lines , the model interpreted as the Butte

orebody begins at the surface or directly beneath Cenozoic basin fill and

bottoms at 4,500 feet below sea level and consists of a central core of

zero magnetic susceptibility material of a density higher than that of the

Butte quartz monzonite (Figs. 9 -13) . This central core of high- density
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material is solely responsible for the gravity high associated with the

Butte orebody. This core has been interpreted as having three density

distributions related to the extent of mineralization and alteration pres-

ent. These distributions include a region of extensive mineralization

with a density of 2.83 g /cm3 associated with the horsetail zone and

massive vein structures and a region of intermediate mineralization with

a density of 2.77 g /cm3 surrounding the horsetail zone and massive vein

structures, with both regions beginning at the surface and bottoming at

1,000 feet above sea level. The third density distribution of this core

is a region of unknown nature with a density of 2.74 g /cm3 , which starts

at the bottom of the other two regions (1,000 feet above sea level) and

bottoms at 4,500 feet below sea level.

One possible explanation of this unknown region at depth is

that it could possibly be an intrusive body with enough mineralization

present to provide a density of 2.74 g /cm3. The idea of an intrusion at

depth in the Butte district has been suggested by Proffett (1973) and

Gustafson (1973) , so that such an explanation for this unknown region

is not unfounded.

Although the gravity high associated with the Butte orebody is

satisfied by this central core , the magnetics required the addition of a

laterally variable zone of low magnetic susceptibility (0.0010 gauss/

oersted) material with this central core in order to approximate the mag-

netic low associated with the orebody. This zone of low magnetic sus-

ceptibility is interpreted as the peripheral region of the orebody where

minor mineralization and alteration are present. In this region, the den-
sity contributions of the mineralization and alteration counterbalance so
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that the density of this region is essentially that of the host rock and no

effect is noticed in the gravity data. However, the presence of such

mineralization and alteration lowers the magnetic susceptibility of the

host rock so that the magnetic low is broadened in this region.

The horizontal dimensions of the Butte orebody vary according

to direction. The central core of the orebody appears elongate in the

north -south direction. Line N 82.5 E (Fig. 9) shows a horizontal dimen-

sion of 10,400 feet for the central core , while Line N 20 W (Fig . 11)

shows a horizontal dimension of 16,000 feet. The low magnetic suscep-

tibility peripheral zone is quite pronounced to the southwest portion of

the district, extending as much as 15,000 feet west of the central core

in Line N 82.5 E (Fig. 9) and as much as 11,000 feet south of the cen-

tral core in Line N 20 W (Fig . 11) . To the north and east of the district,

this peripheral zone is quite narrow, on the order of 4,000 feet as seen

in Line N 24 E (Fig. 10) and Line N 41 W -B (Fig. 13) .

Other Positive Gravity Anomalies

Three other positive gravity anomalies were interpreted in the

Butte district . Line N 82.5 E (Fig . 9) shows another distinct, smaller,

positive anomaly in the residual gravity anomaly curve east of the Butte

orebody. This anomaly is associated with the Continental orebody and

was modeled using a density of 2.77 g /cm3 and zero magnetic suscep-

tibility. This yielded a body that bottomed at 3,500 feet and has a hori-

zontal dimension of nearly 5,000 feet .

Line N 20 W (Fig. 11) shows a similar small, positive anomaly

in the residual gravity anomaly curve north of the Butte orebody. This
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anomaly is located near the Alice pit (Fig . 2) , which is mined for rhodo-

chrosite . Thus, modeling was performed, using a density of 2.77 g /cm3

and zero magnetic susceptibility. This yielded a body that bottomed at

4,000 feet above sea level and had a horizontal extent of nearly 2,500

feet.

The final positive gravity anomaly is shown on Line N 24 E

(Fig. 10) . A slight positive anomaly (0.75 milligal) can be detected in

the residual gravity anomaly curve south of the Butte orebody. This

anomaly is associated with Timber Butte (Fig . 2) , but no surface expres-

sion of the body is detectable . Modeling was performed using a density

of 2.74 g /cm3 and zero magnetic susceptibility, and the body shown is

but one of the family of possible shapes and sizes that satisfies the

gravity data . The top of this body is located 1,000 feet below the sur-

face , and the body bottoms at 500 feet above sea level . The horizontal

dimension of the body is 4,000 feet .

Cenozoic Basin Fill

Cenozoic basin fill is abundant in the Butte district , particu-

larly to the south and west portions of the district. One of the major

features evident in the Bouguer gravity contour map (Fig . 3) is the large

gravity low to the south of Butte , which is associated with basin fill.

Line N 20 W (Fig. 11) shows this basin. Modeling was performed using

a density of 2.27 g /cm3 and zero magnetic susceptibility. This basin

fill extends 9,000 feet horizontally over the central core of the Butte

orebody. The northernmost contact of this basin has an interpreted dip

of 200 SE., which gradually lessens to 50 SE. and then 00 where bottom
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is reached at 3,700 feet above sea level. The southern contact of the

basin fill decreases from an interpreted dip of 20° NW.. to a dip of 10°

NW. until bottom is reached. The maximum depth of basin fill achieved

here is interpreted as 2,000 feet above sea level.

Basin fill narrows , with steeper contacts and decreasing depth

toward the north, as indicated in Figures 12 and 13, reaching an inter-

preted depth of 350 feet between the Butte and Continental orebodie s , as

shown in Figure 9. North of the Butte orebody, the basin again deepens

with the contributions of Silver Bow Creek to a depth of 700 feet, inter-

preted from Figure 10. To the west, basin fill narrows and becomes less

deep, interpreted as 700 feet between Timber Butte and the Butte orebody,

finally deepening and broadening again at the Rocker fault , where a

maximum depth of 2,600 feet above sea level is interpreted from Figure 9.

Volcanics

Lowland Creek Volcanics are present in the northern portion of

the Butte district, and for modeling, a density of 2.43 g /cm3 and a mag-

netic susceptibility of 0.0005 gauss /oersted were used. Figure 9 shows

the narrow tip of one of the southernmost fingers of these volcanics . The

eastern contact of these volcanics has an interpreted dip of 800 W. ,

while the western contact has a dip interpreted as 600 E. The volcanics

bottom at 5,000 feet above sea level, giving a depth of 700 feet.

Figures 12 and 13 show volcanics on the northernmost edge of

the profiles . The southern contacts of the volcanics for both profiles

have interpreted dips of 400 NW., bottoming at 2,900 feet above sea

level for Line N 41 W -A and at 3,700 feet above sea level for Line N 41
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W-B. The volcanics extend past the northern edge of both profiles and

are assumed to continue further north.

Figure 11 shows volcanics on the northernmost edge of the pro-

file . The southern contact of the volcanics is interpreted as dropping

moderately with an interpreted dip of 450 NW. to 6,000 feet above sea

level, then gradually deepening with a dip of 50 NW. off the northern

edge of the profile . For modeling purposes, in order to obtain the nega-

tive anomaly desired over these volcanics, it was necessary to assume

that the volcanics deepened shortly past the edge of the profile, bottom-

ing at 3,500 feet above sea level.

Figure 10 shows- intrusive volcanics on the northernmost edge

of the profile . This intrusive volcanic body is of questionable validity.

There is no surface expression of anything other than Butte quartz mon-

zonite in this area, and attempts using bodies located off the profile

could not approximate the gravity profile over this region . Thus , the

intrusive volcanic body is one possible solution to this dilemma . The

body used is wedge shaped with a horizontal top at 6,600 feet above sea

level and the bottom sloping with an interpreted dip of 100 NE . off the

edge of the profile.

Alite Granoa lite and Pegmatite Dikes

Aphte , granoaplite , and pegmatite dikes are abundant in the

northwestern portion of the district . For the modeling of these bodies,

a composite density of 2.60 g/cm3 and a magnetic susceptibility of

0.0010 gauss /oersted were used. Figure 9 shows a large tabular aplite

body with the eastern contact interpreted as vertical and the western
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contact dipping 63° W. The body bottoms at 4,500 feet above sea level

yielding a depth of 1,100 feet.

Figures 12 and 13 show the presence of aplite, granoap lite , and

pegmatite bodies . These bodies are interpreted as representing areas of

abundant aplite dike swarms and the presence of larger aplite bodies be-

neath the surface . In Figure 13, the southern edge of the body has an

interpreted vertical dip, while the northern edge has a dip of 400 NW.

The body bottoms at 5,300 feet above sea level on the south side and

gradually deepens with an interpreted dip of 5° NW. to 4,200 feet above

sea level at the northern contact . Figure 12, which is a parallel profile

to Figure 13 offset approximately 3,000 feet to the north, shows how

this same body has diminished in size . The southern contact is similarly

interpreted as vertical and the northern contact has a dip of 400 NW.

The body bottoms at 5,600 feet above sea level on the south side and

gradually deepens with an interpreted dip of 5° NW. to 5,000 feet above

sea level at the northern contact.

Butte Quartz Monzonite

For this interpretation, the Butte quartz monzonite was modeled

with a density of 2.72 g /cm3 and a magnetic susceptibility of 0.0025

gauss/oersted. In order to satisfy the magnetics on Figures 9, 10, and

11, the magnetic susceptibility of the Butte quartz monzonite in the

southern and western portions of the district was lowered to a value of

0.0020 gauss /oersted or 0.0015 gauss /oersted, as necessary, to obtain

a reasonable fit of the computed magnetic data with the observed mag-

netic data . The lower magnetic susceptibility required for the Butte
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quartz monzonite in these regions can be attributed to the abundance of

aplite , pegmatite , and granoaplite throughout the southwestern portion

of the Butte district, which could be present in enough scattered quan-

tities to produce a lowering of the magnetic susceptibility of the Butte

quartz monzonite without creating any substantial density variations.

Faults

Although the gravity and magnetic data used in this analysis

are not of sufficient detail to define many of the smaller faults present

in the Butte district, two of the major faults of the district are discern-

ible in this interpretation. These two faults are the Continental fault,

located to the east of the Butte orebody, and the Rocker fault, located

on the western edge of the district, both of which are shown in Figure 9.

From this interpretation, the Continental fault is seen as a nor-

mal fault, striking north-south, with an interpreted dip of 84° W. The

displacement is interpreted as 3,000 feet; this was determined by mea-

suring the offset from the bottom of the peripheral zone on the east side

of the Butte orebody in Figure 9 to the bottom of the central core of the

orebody. This interpretation is in good agreement with the literature on

the Continental fault (Meyer and others , 1968).

The Rocker fault on the western edge of the district is inter-

preted as a normal fault, striking north -south, with a dip of 630 W.

Displacement for the Rocker fault is interpreted as approximately 2,500

feet. This value for the displacement was determined by measuring the

depth of the alluvial body bordering the west side of the Rocker fault in

Figure 9.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A Bouguer gravity high of 3.5 milligals and a high-level aero-

magnetic total field anomaly of nearly - 300 gammas are associated with

the Butte orebody of the Butte district, Montana . An interpretation based

on an analysis of these gravity and magnetic anomalies yields a model

for the Butte orebody that is characterized by vertical contacts extend-

ing from the surface or beneath Cenozoic basin fill to 4,500 feet below

sea level. This model consists of a central core of high- density, zero

magnetic susceptibility material elongate in the north -south direction

and surrounded by a laterally variable outer zone of low magnetic sus-

ceptibility material of a density equal to that of the host rock, which is

more pronounced to the southern and western portions of the district.

Within the central core of high- density zero magnetic sus-

ceptibility material are three density distributions associated with the

degree of mineralization and alteration present. These three density dis-

tributions correspond to (1) a region of extensive mineralization and al-

teration, (2) a region of intermediate mineralization and alteration, and

(3) a region at depth that could be interpreted as an intrusive body with

some mineralization and alteration present. The variable outer zone of

low magnetic susceptibility material of a density equal to that of the

host rock corresponds to a peripheral zone of minor mineralization and

alteration.
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The interpretations presented in this thesis are by no means

unique in accounting for the observed gravity and magnetic anomalies of

the Butte district. However, it is believed that many of the ambiguities

inherent in an interpretation of subsurface structure from gravity or mag-

netic data alone have been effectively reduced by basing the interpreta-

tion on an analysis of both gravity and magnetic data of the district.

Additionally, most of the geologic bodies whose subsurface extent was

of interest in this interpretation crop out at the surface . Thus , the upper

limits of these geologic bodies were known, removing one of the vari-

ables in the gravity and magnetic analyses.
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